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ABSTRACT
Dynamic Multipoint Virtual Private Network “DMVPN” is a solution for the dynamic creation of virtual Private IP tunnels between multiple sites automatically, quickly and with the least configuration. Routing protocols are component technologies’ main parts of the DMVPN solution, they ensure the smooth establishment of tunnels and have a major impact on network’s behavior and transported applications, many works have been conducted assessing the performances of DMVPN network with various routing protocols, this paper enhances and complements other studies, firstly by offering suitable configurations of routing protocols recommended for a scalable DMVPN network, secondly by studying scalability of DMVPN by varying number of sites and dynamic routing protocols. Used evaluation criteria are: Initial convergence delay, Sent traffic, Throughput, Queuing delay.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Taking into account the fast moving of digital communications, companies are tending increasingly to use these new technologies for the storage of their data and archiving their activities with a quick, secure and distributed manner over several sites, with the use of VPN technologies, companies can communicate with each other securely through a public shared infrastructure “Internet” with a low cost compared to traditional solutions such as Frame Relay, ATM … [1] [2].

Most of enterprises extend their branches, which constitutes a scalability problem, a reconfiguration of all equipment and a reservation of new static public IP address must be done. Dynamic Multipoint Virtual Private Network solution “DMVPN” [3] proposed by Cisco corporation guarantee a full meshed connection between multiple sites with a dynamic, quick and automatic manner, DMVPN offers scalability, i.e. involves no extra configuration on already configured equipment. DMVPN architecture consists mainly of a Hub and a Spoke routers. Hub router called head office router, play a main role on dynamic creation of tunnels between multiple spokes, the latters are called Branch office routers, from the deployment perspective spokes builds a dynamic permanent tunnel to the HUB but not to other spokes, tunnels between spokes are temporary created on demand and deleted when exchanges are finished. DMVPN solution is based on the standard protocols; Multipoint Generic Routing Encapsulation « mGRE », Next-Hop Resolution Protocol « NHRP », Internet Protocol Security « IPsec » and routing protocols, the settings of these protocols vary from one architecture to another, the method “Policy-Based Management of a Secure Dynamic and Multi-point Virtual Private Network” enables centralized management of multiple DMVPN equipment, through a single graphical interface [4].

- mGRE: Generic routing protocol [5] is a tunneling protocol that can encapsulate a variety of network layer protocols inside IP protocol [6], GRE tunnels forwards Unicast, Multicast and broadcast traffic but they are static it means that a specification of combination of source and destination of each tunnel is required, mGRE allows to establish multiple tunnel across a single physical interface with multiple dynamic destinations.

- NHRP: Next Hop Resolution Protocol [7] is a resolution protocol like ARP and RARP on frame relay network, NHRP is used by a Spoke connected to Non Broadcast Multi-Access “NBMA” to determine the IP address of the NBMA Next-Hop physical address (Public address), that could be of the HUB or another Spoke on the same cloud. All Spokes called Next-Hop Clients (NHC) register their physical addresses mapped to logical addresses (Tunnel address) with the HUB called Next-Hop Server (NHS), to ensure success of these registrations, NHS and NHC must be connected to the same Cloud and uses identical network ID and Network Password, the addresses of NHS must be pre-configured on each branch router. NHS Stores all registered mappings and replies to NHRP request from Clients. NHRP allows mGRE tunnel endpoint to discover each other’s physical IP address.

- IPsec: defined on RFC 2401 is a network layer protocol, IPsec is a protocol suite to ensure Internet Protocol “IP” security, existing IPsec implementations usually include, Encapsulation Security Payload “ESP” [8] and Authentication Header protocol “AH” [9], ESP protocol ensure confidentiality (Encryption), Source authentication (Authentication) and data integrity checking (Integrity), AH protocol ensures integrity and authentication of data. IPsec operates in two majors modes, Tunnel mode and Transport mode; Transport mode is used for end to end communications, this mode does not change the original header it remains intact expected that IP protocol field is changed to ESP or AH, Network Address Translation can cause some integrity
issues [10]. Tunnel mode is the default mode, this mode protect the entire IP packet and wraps the original packets, encrypts it then adds a new IP header before sending it to other site.

- Dynamic routing protocols (detailed on the next section) are responsible for the creation, maintenance and updating dynamically routing tables, in order to ensure optimal exchange of data between various sites.

Many research studies have been conducted assessing the performances of DMVPN network [11][12][13], the first article evaluate the performances of DMVPN network varying both, dynamic routing protocols and the size of intermediaries routers, as DMVPN is a client solution, this was a good motivation to complete and to enhance the work by assessing DMVPN performances by varying the number of client side routers, others works deal with the best practices for deploying dynamic routing protocols on DMVPN networks but without showing the improvement to the network.

This paper firstly presents the suitable configurations of routing protocols recommended for a scalable DMVPN network, secondly studies the DMVPN network scalability by varying a number of sites and dynamic routing protocols. Used evaluation criteria are: Initial convergence delay, Sent traffic, Throughput, Queuing delay, this study was done using OPNET Modeler 14.5 simulator.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, in section 2 we will be presenting dynamic routing protocols and their best practices recommended for DMVPN network, in section 3 we will present scenarios of scalability evaluation, section 4 will be reserved for interpretation of results obtained, and we will conclude on section 5.

2. DYNAMIC ROUTING PROTOCOLS ON DMVPN NETWORK

Dynamic routing is a network technique that ensures optimal data routing between different sites, dynamic routing uses multiple protocols and algorithms in order to enable routers to select best paths according to real-time network states, dynamic routing protocols detects also failures and rebuilds other paths [25]; there are two main types of dynamic routing protocols; Interior Gateway Protocol “IGP” and Exterior Gateway Protocol “EGP”, IGP is used for exchanging routing information between routers within an autonomous system, EGP allows the interconnection between multiple autonomous systems, dynamic routing protocols can be divided into three categories : Distance Vector routing protocols (DV), Link State routing protocols (LS) and Path Vector routing protocol (PV) [Table. 1]

Table 1. Classification of dynamic routing protocols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>VLSM</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RIPv1</td>
<td>DV</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
<td>Hops</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIPv2</td>
<td>DV</td>
<td>30 sec</td>
<td>Hops</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGRP</td>
<td>DV</td>
<td>90 sec</td>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIGRP</td>
<td>Advanc ed DV</td>
<td>triggered</td>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Automatic + Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSPF</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>triggered</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS-IS</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>triggered</td>
<td>Cost</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGP</td>
<td>DV</td>
<td>triggered</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Manual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1 Enhanced Interior Gateway Protocol «EIGRP»

EIGRP is an advanced distance vector protocol developed by Cisco standardized IETF [14], EIGRP uses bandwidth, delay, load and reliability to calculate the metric for its routing table

\[ 256 \times (K_1 \times \text{Bandwidth}) + (K_2 \times \text{Bandwidth}) / (256 \times \text{Load}) + K_3 \times \text{Delay}. (K_5 / (\text{Reliability} + K_4)) \]  

Among the advantages of the EIGRP routing protocol is its ability to operate in multiple architectures, it can be used in conjunction with IPv4, IPX and AppleTalk, more importantly, its modular architecture will readily enable to support for other routed protocols that may be developed in the future, EIGRP use Diffusing Update algorithm "DUAL" to provide fast convergence [15] and to determine whether a path advertised by a neighbor is looped or loop-free, and allows a router running EIGRP to find alternate paths without waiting on updates from other routers.

To ensure that DMVPN network works perfectly and guarantees an optimum dynamic routing exchanges some settings must be made; At the HUB side, IP SPLIT HORIZON option should be disabled to ensure that the HUB will advertise routes out the interface tunnel on which they was received, also to disable the IP NEXT-HOP-SELF option, by default, the HUB sets the IP next-hop value to be itself for routes that it is advertising, with this option Spokes will always pass through HUB to communicate each other [16]. At the spokes, STUB connected option [17] must be enabled in order to permit spoke to re-advertise only directly connected routes to reduce resource utilization by optimizing the size of routing updates and ensure stability.

Table 2 shows the recommended configuration of EIGRP on DMVPN network.

Table 2. EIGRP Cisco command line configuration of HUB and SPOKE routers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HUB</th>
<th>SPOKE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>router eigrp 1</td>
<td>network 10.0.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no ip split-horizon eigrp 1</td>
<td>network 192.168.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no auto-summary</td>
<td>network 192.168.1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interface tunnel0</td>
<td>no auto-summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eigrp stub connected</td>
<td>no ip next-hop-self eigrp 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Open Shortest Path First “OSPF”

OSPF is a link-state routing protocol for both IPv4 and IPv6 networks, it is designed to be run internal to a single Area. Each OSPF router maintains an identical database describing the Area topology. From this database, a routing table is calculated by constructing a shortest-path tree. OSPF by convention area 0 represents backbone or core area, standard area’s must have a direct or virtual connection to the OSPF backbone area in order to exchange routing tables between them, in order to reduce traffic amount between routers on the same area, an election of designated router “DR” and backup designated router “BDR” can be made,

OSPF in a DMVPN network that represents the same OSPF limits in other networks; we should not put more than three zones in the same router with a maximum of fifty per area. Router in a DMVPN network CPO resources are not consumed only OSPF but also by the IPsec encryption and NHRP trade [18] over the designated router must be connected with all the other spokes of its architecture.

For better scalability and stability, an OSPF router should not
be configured by more than three areas [19], in addition to a high CPU usage due to complex algorithm used by OSPF, the additional overhead of encryption and NHRP negotiations must be taken into consideration during the conception of the network topology.

DMVPN network stability and scalability using OSPF is limited by two factors, mainly the addressing plan and the design of the architecture topology. To create a scalable DMVPN network using OSPF it’s required to implement an effective hierarchical addressing scheme. The addressing structure implemented can have a profound impact on the performance and scalability of the DMVPN network.

To ensure that DMVPN network works perfectly and guarantee an optimum dynamic routing exchanges some settings must be made: At the HUB side, The mGRE tunnel on the hub router must be configured as an OSPF broadcast network to allow the selection of a DR, the point to multipoint network type can also be used but the election is not guaranteed, contrariwise, tables topologies exchange will be made as in point-to-point network, this is a disadvantage, as the number of adjacencies will be too much high than broadcast network. [Fig. 1] shows the convergence duration in a DMVPN network consisting of five sites configured with OSPF point to multipoint and broadcast network, on the point to multipoint network ten adjacencies are created , while on the Broadcast mode just four adjacencies are established, offering a 150% rate of improvement of convergence duration.

Table 3 shows the recommended configuration of OSPF on DMVPN network.

Table 3. OSPF Cisco command line configuration of HUB and SPOKE routers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HUB</th>
<th>SPOKE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>router ospf 10</td>
<td>router ospf 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net 10.0.0.0 0.0.0.0.255 area 0</td>
<td>net 10.0.0.0 0.0.0.0.255 area 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255 area 0</td>
<td>net 192.168.1.0 0.0.0.255 area 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>area 10 stub no-summary</td>
<td>area 10 stub no-summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interface tunnel0</td>
<td>interface tunnel0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ip ospf network broadcast</td>
<td>ip ospf network broadcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ip ospf priority 200</td>
<td>ip ospf priority 0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Border Gateway Protocol “BGP”

BGP, defined on RFC 1771, is an External Routing Protocol “EGP”, generally used to interconnect different autonomous systems, it aims to exchange prefixes (IP addresses + Mask) between neighbors using TCP port 179 connections.

BGP can be used to exchange routing information: in the same autonomous system (Interior BGP- iBGP), or between different autonomous systems (Exterior BGP- eBGP). Generally eBGP sessions are established over the point-to-point links, in contrast iBGP sessions are usually established between remote logical addresses.

BGP is not a transitive protocol, i.e. it sends routing updates to manually specified neighbors. In the case of a network that consists of 40 sites, 780 adjacencies must be configured in order to achieve convergence state. A route reflector (RR) option [26], offers an alternative to the logical iBGP full-mesh requirement, A RR acts as a meeting point for iBGP sessions. Multiple BGP routers can peer with a common meeting point, Route reflectors can then advertise updates received from an iBGP peer to another iBGP peer.

Table 3 shows the recommended configuration of BGP on DMVPN network.

Table 4 BGP Cisco command line configuration of HUB and SPOKE routers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HUB</th>
<th>SPOKE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>router bgp 1</td>
<td>router bgp 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no synchronization</td>
<td>no synchronization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neighbor UCD peer-group</td>
<td>neighbor UCD remote-as 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neighbor UCD remote-as 1</td>
<td>neighbor UCD route-reflector-client</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bgp listen range 10.0.1.0/24 peer-group</td>
<td>network 192.168.0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCD network 192.168.1.0</td>
<td>no auto-summary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. SCENARIOS OF SCALABILITY EVALUATION

This section describes the proposed scenario used to evaluate scalability of DMVPN network using OSPF, EIGRP and BGP routing protocols, the scenarios was created using DMVPN Automatic Simulation Tool [21].

Opnet modeler is a communication system discrete event simulator “DES” developed by OPNET Technologies, which enables the design and study of all communication networks and distributed systems. Opnet Modeler compared to other simulators offers a fast simulation capabilities and the ease of use [22] [23] [24].

Figure 2 illustrates a DMVPN scenario, consisting of six
In order to study the scalability of the DMVPN network, an increase in the number of sites is required; two additional scenarios was proposed: [Fig.3] illustrates a scenario consisting of 11 routers (10 Spokes and 1 HUB) and [Fig.4] illustrates a scenario consisting of 20 Spokes and 1 HUB.

A brief description of the IPsec attributes used in different scenarios is shown in table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IKE 1 and 2 encryption</th>
<th>IKE 1 and 2 hash</th>
<th>authentication</th>
<th>DH</th>
<th>Tunnel mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DES</td>
<td>MDS</td>
<td>Pre-share</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Transport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. INTERPRETATION OF OBTAINED RESULTS

4.1 Convergence Duration

Figure 5 represents the convergence duration of three scenarios with different routing protocols, as shown above. EIGRP offers the most optimal convergence delay because of the DUAL algorithm used, EIGRP uses two techniques to converge quickly, firstly, EIGRP send partial updates only when a change occurs, secondly, EIGRP takes into consideration the available bandwidth during the transmission of routing updates, By default, EIGRP uses 50 percent of an interface’s bandwidth for routing exchanges, this prevents the EIGRP process from over-utilizing a link.

Unlike the EIGRP or BGP, OSPF performs a DR election during the first exchanges, the designated router forms full adjacencies to all neighbors and calculates topology map, in addition to time required by flooding LSA, the time of encryption and decryption of LSA is added. In order to calculate loop free path, DR router relies on all routers within the same area to have the same view of network’s topology, that justifies the higher delay proposed by OSPF protocol.

BGP was designated to scale with the internet growth, taking into account that no policies was configured and the number of peers isn’t enough to impact the BGP convergence such as Internet peers, also the neighbor’s adjacencies was already specified, BGP offers a small convergence delay compared to OSPF.

During the increase of sizes of the networks, routing protocols have kept the same orders in terms of convergence duration, however, EIGRP convergence duration was influenced by a factor of 66.66 percent on 11 sites compared to 6 sites, and by a factor of 180% on 21 sites compared to 11 sites, these results are justified by the growth of formed adjacencies. BGP requires a higher delay on 11 sites scenario in comparison to 6 sites scenario by a factor of 50%, and 77.77% on 21 sites scenario compared with 11 sites. OSPF remains the most stable despite its high convergence delay, 0.36% and 2.50% are the additional convergence delays required respectively from the transition from 6 sites to 11 sites and from 11 sites to 21 sites.
4.2 Traffic sent

From the simulation results as shown on Figure 6, EIGRP generates less traffic in the network compared to OSPF and BGP, for several reasons among them we have noticed: the simplicity and the reduced number of messages during the formation of adjacencies, also the calculation of topology is performed on each topology router. In opposition to EIGRP, OSPF performs an election of the designated router by flooding LSA type 1 and 2, and pass through many state to achieve the convergence state (Down, Attempt, Init, 2-Way, Exstart, Exchange, Loading and Full). BGP doesn’t dynamically establish adjacencies like EIGRP neither performs an election as OSPF, but it relies on TCP to open sessions, given that the Route Reflector option is enabled, this option as mentioned previously reduces the number of adjacencies but also overloads the HUB link, this later advertises updates received from an iBGP peer to another iBGP peer.

4.4 Queuing

This criterion represents instantaneous measurements of packets waiting times in the transmitter channel’s queue. Measurements are taken from the time a packet enters the transmitter channel queue to the time the last bit of the packet is transmitted, it depends on both the router and the routing protocol.

Figure 8 represents the queuing delay on the HUB side, shown values are small because no user flow was simulated. Below graph indicates that EIGRP has Lowest queuing delay than OSPF and BGP.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper discussed the Dynamic Multipoint Virtual Private Network Solution, suitable configurations of EIGRP, OSPF and BGP routing protocols for a scalable DMVPN network and studied the behavior of DMVPN network using previously mentioned protocols. Comparative analysis shows that EIGRP protocol is the best in terms of initial convergence delay, Throughput and queuing delay, BGP shows its efficiency compared to OSPF, this later is not recommended on DMVPN network as shown on obtained results.
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